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Abstract: We present a control-oriented low-speed dynamic modeling and trade-off study framework for a conceptual
air-breathing horizontal take-off and horizontal landing (HTHL) aerospace vehicle, which is powered by a turbine-
based combined cycle engine. First, the 3D class/shape transformation method is modified to enhance the continuity
property between different blocks, combined with the power function. Then, the panel method based on potential
theory is employed to calculate the pressure distribution over discretized panel surfaces, resulting in the aerospace
vehicle’s aerodynamic coefficients. To overcome the intractability of the physics-based model, stepwise regression
analysis is adopted and simplified polynomials of aerodynamic coefficients are evaluated. Finally, stability and
control analysis is conducted, aiming to find the proper center-of-gravity locations under different constraints. The
proposed framework is verified through a conceptual aerospace vehicle simulation, with emphasis on horizontal
take-off rotation and landing nose hold-off capabilities. Simulation results indicate that the proposed framework is
capable of rapid control-oriented dynamic modeling and iterative design of HTHL aerospace vehicles.

Key words: Control-oriented modeling; Horizontal take-off and horizontal landing (HTHL); Stability and control
analysis; Trade-off study
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1 Introduction

Due to the low cost, high reliability, and huge
flexibility, reusable air-breathing horizontal take-off
and horizontal landing (HTHL) aerospace vehicles
have great prospects in both civil and military ap-
plications, such as space launch, civil transport, and
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military surveillance. Several projects have been put
forward since the 1960s (Moses et al., 1999), but
canceled due to intricate technical challenges at that
time. However, since the successful flight test of
X-43A in 2004, advances in integrated design meth-
ods, high-speed propulsion, and structures have fur-
ther contributed to the readiness for design of such
vehicles. Some new air-breathing HTHL vehicle con-
cepts have been put forward. These can be cat-
egorized into high-speed transport aircraft (Longo
et al., 2009; Roncioni et al., 2015; Piscitelli et al.,
2017) and space transport vehicles (Kokan et al.,
2004; Tsuchiya and Mori, 2005; Hellman et al., 2016).
Corresponding research has been revitalized, focus-
ing mainly on mission feasibility analysis (Bradford
et al., 2004; Mehta et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017).
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To achieve HTHL capability, different com-
bined cycle engines have been investigated, including
three main types: (1) turbine-based combined cycle
(TBCC) engines (Walker et al., 2009); (2) rocket-
based combined cycle (RBCC) engines (Zhang et al.,
2019); (3) air-augmented rocket air turbo-rocket en-
gines (Fernández-Villacé et al., 2014). Among them,
TBCC is regarded as the most promising propulsion
concept in the near term due to its high specific im-
pulse performance. In general, the TBCC engine
works in the turbine mode from take-off, and the
ramjet takes over at about Mach 3. Then the vehi-
cle is accelerated to hypersonic speeds powered by
dual-mode ramjet/scramjet (DMRS).

Within the flight envelope, aerodynamic
and propulsion performance of aerospace vehicles
changes significantly, resulting in distinct dynamic
properties and handling qualities. To adequately
perform the mission objectives and simultaneously
ensure flight safety, it is necessary to well understand
their flying qualities and controllability characteris-
tics. However, most existing concepts remain at the
mission concept stage, which focuses on operation
and cost analysis, without considering flying quality.
Up to now, there is no open-access control-oriented
dynamic model in the literature. This encourages
the development of our own integrated conceptual
aerospace vehicle design and analysis tool.

Dynamic modeling of HTHL aerospace vehicles
is difficult because it features complex interactions
between numerous aspects, including aerodynamics,
structure, propulsion, trajectory, and control. The
major challenge arises from the airframe-propulsion
integrated geometry generation, as the concept must
satisfy the requirements in the whole flight regime.
Thus, to capture the complex interactions and ob-
tain an optimal design, the multidisciplinary design
optimization (MDO) technique should be applied
(Sziroczak and Smith, 2016).

Methods such as computer-aided design (CAD)
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) (Zhao
et al., 2019) are widely used in detailed design. How-
ever, it is difficult to embed those into an MDO
process, because of their expensive computational
cost (Bowcutt, 2003). The parametric approach has
been widely used in new conceptual vehicle design
(Zhang et al., 2016b), as it describes the geometry
numerically, and allows flexible global and local
changes by modifying some main control parameters

(Zhang et al., 2018).
In the preliminary design phase, some degree of

approximation is acceptable in the interest of less
time and budget expenditure. Therefore, numeri-
cal engineering methods were adopted in (Jazra and
Smart, 2009). The preliminary aerodynamic anal-
ysis method is based on the potential theory at
subsonic/supersonic speeds and Newtonian impact
theory at supersonic/hypersonic conditions (Ander-
son, 2010). In (Erickson, 1990), the basic idea of
the panel method was introduced and the compari-
son between existing low-speed 3D panel codes was
made. In (Zhang et al., 2016a), the inviscid modified
Newton theory and Prandtl-Meyer equation were
used to estimate the aerodynamic properties of a hy-
personic gliding vehicle. A fast aerodynamics analy-
sis tool (FAAT) software based on the modified New-
tonian, tangent-cone, and shock/expansion methods
was developed in (Lobbia, 2017), and the accuracy of
this tool was validated by comparing the published
wind-tunnel data of NASA HL-20 lifting-body with
numerical results at Mach numbers ranging from 1.2
to 10.

For parallel TBCC engines (i.e. the turbine
channel locates above the stamping channel and
the two channels are set parallel) (McDaniel et al.,
2009), performance characteristics under different
flight conditions vary significantly (Liao et al., 2018).
Thus, it is necessary to build an appropriate model.
In (Spoth and Moses, 1993), a 1D TBCC simulation
model (TBCC-X) was published by NASA Lewis Re-
search Center. To investigate the mode transition
from Ma 2.5 to Ma 4.0, the high Mach transient en-
gine combined cycle (HiTECC) code was developed
by Stueber et al. (2010). Recently, a mathematical
model was built on the Simulink platform for TBCC
engine control law design in (Ma et al., 2018).

During the conceptual design phase, it is impor-
tant to recognize the trade-off between good open-
loop stability & control (S&C) properties and perfor-
mance. This advocates for early integration of S&C
into the design process. Unfortunately, most of the
above-mentioned codes are proprietary and detailed
information about the implementation of the pre-
processing steps and input formats remain unpub-
lished, which motivates our research. Different from
our previous work on dual-mode scramjet-powered
hypersonic vehicle dynamic modeling (Chen et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2018), an extension has been made
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in this work, with the emphasis on low-speed dy-
namic modeling and center-of-gravity (CG) trade-
off analysis, to ensure the HTHL ability of aerospace
vehicles.

To achieve rapid dynamic modeling and inter-
active design, an integrated control-oriented concep-
tual aerospace vehicle design tool is developed in
the MATLAB environment. The trade-off between
high precision and efficient computing can be real-
ized. The whole framework consists of the follow-
ing main modules: (1) parametric geometry model-
ing; (2) aerodynamic estimation; (3) propulsion per-
formance calculation; (4) control-relevant trade-off
analysis. Good scalability is guaranteed because of
its modular architecture. Other modules, like trajec-
tory optimization and high fidelity data confusions,
can be extended easily.

2 Integrated dynamic modeling

The proposed control-oriented dynamic model-
ing framework consists of four main parts, i.e. 3D
parametric geometry modeling, panel-method based
aerodynamic modeling, quasi-1D propulsion model-
ing, and S&C analysis (Fig. 1).

2.1 Geometry module

The geometric classes differ in a complex
aerospace vehicle configuration, and thus the uni-
form parametric method is inadequate for model-
ing the entire configuration. In this study, the ob-
ject configuration is divided into six components,
which are forebody, midbody, aft body, wing, ver-
tical tail, and engine cowl. Each component is con-
structed based on the lofting technique along the
outer mold lines (OML). Then different components
are moved/rotated to a specific point to assemble
the whole configuration. Because of the aerospace
vehicle’s unique airframe integrated propulsion lay-
out, the design of the forebody and aft body affects
not only aerodynamic forces but also engine perfor-
mance. Thus, the shape of the whole bottom side of
the fuselage has to be designed to achieve a trade-off
between propulsion and aerodynamic performance.

2.1.1 Cross-section definition

Suppose the characteristic direction is x. Then
the cross-section refers to the projection onto the y-z
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Aerodynamic
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Fig. 1 Control-oriented dynamic modeling and S&C
analysis framework

plane and the OML refers to the projections onto the
x-y and x-z planes.

The cross-section definition is based on the
class-shape transformation (CST) technique, first
proposed by Kulfan (2008), in which some refine-
ments have been made.

ξ(η) = CN1

N2
(η)S(η)

= 2−(N1+N2)(η + 0.5)N1(0.5− η)N2S(η), (1)

where η ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] is the non-dimensional Y coor-
dinate, ξ is the non-dimensional Z coordinate, C is
the class function, S is the shape function, and expo-
nents N1 and N2 result in different types of curves.

For x-z plane symmetry components (i.e. fuse-
lage, nacelle, and ramps), S(η) = 1 (Figs. 2a and
2b); for wings, the coefficients of Bernstein’s polyno-
mials S(η) =

∑n0

i=0 biB
i
n(η) (here, B is the primary

function of Bernstein’s polynomials, bi the coeffi-
cient, and n0 the order of Bernstein’s polynomials)
are specified through the least square method given
the object airfoil (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 2 Cross-section: (a) N1 = N2 = 0.8; (b) N1 =

N2 = 3.2; (c) NACA64-206

2.1.2 OML definition

The OML of different components can be
represented with the 2D CST method or other
polynomials.

For the fuselage class components (Fig. 3), the
power function is employed to describe the ridgeline.
The main variables of the OML include length L,
width W , and height H .

y = Axn, (2)

where the coefficient A is a scale factor, and n is the

curvature parameter which differs for each surface.

Likewise, the planform of the trapezoidal wing
can be defined by the root chord cr, the tip chord ct,
the leading-edge sweep angle Λ0, and the half-span of
the wing b (Fig. 4). In particular, a non-dimensional
variable representing the ratio of the full span elevon
area (shaded area in Fig. 4) as compared to the initial
full wing surface area is introduced:

η =
Selevon

Sr
=

celevon
cr

, (3)

where Sr is the wing area, Selevon is the elevon area,
and celevon is the elevon chord.
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Fig. 3 Power functions: (a) LW ; (b) LH
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Fig. 4 Wing planform definition

It is then clear that the elevon area will be scaled
along with η, wherein η = 1 corresponds to a full
elevon layout and η = 0 corresponds to the lack of
any control surface on the vehicle wing. The elevon
area is chosen as a figure of merit to be minimized,
as oversized control surfaces will result in a great
expense of weight, drag, and cost. However, this
aspect is out of scope for this study. The initial
elevon layout is modeled as the aft 20% of the main
wing chord covering the full span.

During the OML definition, additional G0 and
G1 (coordinate and derivative) continuities have
been taken into account. Ensuring smooth connect-
ing between adjacent surfaces is a primary issue aris-
ing from component assembly (Liu et al., 2016).
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2.2 Aerodynamics module

The basic idea of the panel method (PM) is
to divide the vehicle surface into N surface panels
and estimate the aerodynamic characteristics of com-
plex arbitrary 3D bodies based on the superposition
method.

That is

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Cp = − 1

Sref

N∑

i=1

cp,iΔSini,

Cm = − 1

Sc

N∑

i=1

cp,iΔSi(ni × ri),

(4)

where Cp and Cm represent the aerodynamic force
and moment coefficients, respectively, cp,i is the pres-
sure coefficient on each panel, Sref is the reference
area, Sc is the mean aerodynamic chord, ΔSi is the
panel area, ri is the panel radius vector, and ni is
the unit out-normal vector.

2.2.1 Structured mesh generation

In this study, the structured meshes of the dif-
ferent components are generated automatically after
parametric geometry modeling, with the desired grid
density. Then, potential theory is employed to ob-
tain panel pressure coefficients in the low-speed flight
regime.

As shown in Fig. 5, for each subsurface with
nodes (xi, yi, zi), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the quadrilateral panel
is defined with the following parameters:

1. Unit out-normal vector

n =
T1 × T2

| T1 × T2 | , (5)

where T1 = (x3 − x1, y3 − y1, z3 − z1) and T2 =

(x4 − x2, y4 − y2, z4 − z2).

Collocation point

Source

Doublets

Surface panel

Wake panel

Doublets

1

2 3

4

Fig. 5 Panel definition

2. The collocation point
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x̄ =
1

4

4∑

k=1

xk,

ȳ =
1

4

4∑

k=1

yk,

z̄ =
1

4

4∑

k=1

zk.

(6)

3. Panel corner point
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

x
′
i = xi + nx · d,

y
′
i = yi + ny · d,
z

′
i = zi + nz · d,

(7)

where d = nx(x̄− xi) + ny(ȳ − yi) + nz(z̄ − zi).
4. Panel length

dij =
√
(x

′
i − x

′
j)

2 + (y
′
i − y

′
j)

2 + (z
′
i − z

′
j)

2. (8)

5. Panel area

ΔS =

√
T1 × T2

2
. (9)

2.2.2 Low-speed aerodynamics

Following Green’s identity (Cummings et al.,
2015), the potential perturbation at point P can be
constructed by the sum of source σ and doublet μ

singularities placed on the surface boundary:

Δφ(P ) =
1

4π

∫

SB

[

μ
∂

∂(n)

(
1

r

)

− σ

(
1

r

)]

dS

+
1

4π

∫

SW

[

μ
∂

∂(n)

(
1

r

)]

dS, (10)

where SB refers to the body surface, SW refers to the
wake surface, and r is the radius vector of point P .

With the vehicle surface being divided into
N surface panels and Nw additional wake panels
(Fig. 5), the Dirichlet boundary condition for each
of the collocation points on the surface can be trans-
formed into the discretized form:

N∑

k=1

1

4π

∫

BP

[

μn · ∇
(
1

r

)

− σ

(
1

r

)]

dS

+

Nw∑

o=1

1

4π

∫

WP
μn · ∇

(
1

r

)

dS = 0, (11)

where BP refers to the body panel and WP the wake
panel.
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For each collocation point, the summation of k
body panels and o wake panels with constant singu-
larity strength can be calculated numerically (Katz
and Plotkin, 2001), and thus a linear algebraic equa-
tion set containing N unknown singularity variables
μk can be derived

[Aij ] [μi] = − [bij ] [σi] , (12)

where Aij is the doublet influence coefficient and bij
the source influence coefficient.

Eq. (12) can be solved for the doublet strength
with σi = ni · V∞, and hence the total flow velocity
in the local panel coordinate is

Vk =(V∞l, V∞m, V∞n)k

+

(

−∂μ

∂l
,− ∂μ

∂m
,−σ

)

k

, (13)

where (l, m, n) is the unit orthogonal vector in the
panel coordinate system.

The pressure coefficient can now be computed
based on Bernoulli’s equation:

Cpk = 1− |Vk|2
|V∞|2 . (14)

2.2.3 Parasite drag

Only the lift-induced drag portion is provided by
the potential flow theory introduced above, and an
additional estimation of the viscous drag is required.

In this study, the skin friction and form drag
contribution are estimated based on a built-up
method, which calculates the parasite drag for each
component and then sums to obtain the total para-
site drag.

CD0 =

K∑

i=1

FFi ·Q · CFi · Sweti

Sref
, (15)

where K is the number of components, FFi is the
form factor of each component, Sweti is the com-
ponent wetted area, Q is the interference factor,

and CFi is the skin-friction coefficient which is ap-
proximated using the Eckert reference temperature
method (Lobbia, 2017) for laminar flow and the van
Driest II formula for turbulent flow (Gur et al., 2010).

Form factors are calculated based on an empir-
ical formula (Raymer, 2018).

1. Fuselage class

FF = 1.0 + 1.5

(
d

l

)1.5

+ 7

(
d

l

)3

, (16)

where d/l is the ratio of diameter to length.
2. Wing class

FF = 1.0 + 2.7

(
t

c

)

+ 100

(
t

c

)4

, (17)

where t/c is the thickness ratio of a particular
component.

2.3 Propulsion module

The mixed-flow turbofan engine with after-
burner is used as the low-speed propulsion system,
with the notation and station numbering (Fig. 6)
in accordance with aerospace recommended practice
(ARP) (Mattingly, 1996), which are listed in Table 1.

According to the momentum theorem, the unin-
stalled engine thrust can be written as

T = ṁ9V9 − ṁ0V0 + P9A9 − P0A0, (18)

where station 0 is the free stream flow and station 9
is the engine exit, and ṁ∗ represents the mass flow
rate.

The problem setup and performance calculation
steps of a dual-spool turbojet differ in on-design and
off-design conditions. To calculate the off-design per-
formance, an on-design mathematical model is first
developed based on known design parameters.
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M
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e
r
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burner
Nozzle

2.5 3 4 4.5 5

Inner flow

LPC HPC Combustor HPT LPT
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Fig. 6 Reference stations of mixed-flow turbofan engine with after-burner
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Table 1 Subscript definition of different components

Subscript Component Station

AB After-burner 6A–7
b Burner 3–4
f Fan 2–13

cH High-pressure compressor 2–2.5
cL Low-pressure compressor 2.5–3
d Diffuser 0–2
M Mixer 6–6A
n Nozzle 7–9
tH High-pressure turbine 4–4.5
tL Low-pressure turbine 4.5–5

2.3.1 On-design performance analysis

Eq. (18) can be rewritten in terms of total pres-
sure and total temperature ratios as follows:

F

ṁ0V0
=(1 + f + fAB)

V9

V0
−M0

+ (1 + f + fAB)
RAB

Rc

T9/T0

V9/V0

1− P0/P9

γc
,

(19)

where subscript “c” refers to the free-stream condi-
tion, f∗ is the fuel/air ratio, T∗ is the static tempera-
ture, R∗ is the gas constant, M∗ is the Mach number
in the engine flowpath, and γc is the specific heat
ratio.

Application of the first law of thermodynamics
to the main combustor gives

ṁ0cpcTt3 + ηbṁfhPR = ṁ4cptTt4, (20)

where cp∗ is the specific heat, hPR is the lower heat-
ing value of the fuel, Tt∗ is the total temperature, and
ηb is the burner efficiency. By solving this equation,
we can obtain the fuel/air ratio of main-burner, i.e.

f =
τλ − τrτcHτcL

ηbhPR/(cpcT0)− τλ
, (21)

where τ∗ is the total temperature ratio.
A similar process is applied to the after-burner:

fAB = (1 + f)
τλAB − τλτtHτtLτM

ηABhPR/(cpcT0)− τλAB
. (22)

The power balance of each spool is given by
{

ηmHṁ4cpt(Tt4 − Tt4.5) = ṁ2cpc(Tt3 − Tt2.5),

ηmLṁ4.5cpt(Tt4.5 − Tt5) = ṁ2cpc(Tt2.5 − Tt2),

(23)

which allows the calculation of the total temperature
ratio:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

τtH = 1− τrτcL(τcH − 1)

ηmHτλ(1 + f)
,

τtL = 1− τr[(τcL − 1) + αf(τf − 1)]

ηmLτλτtH
,

(24)

where ηm∗ is the turbine shaft power transmission
efficiency and αf is the bypass ratio.

With all these component’s performance vari-
ables available, the overall engine thrust can be cal-
culated with Eq. (18).

2.3.2 Off-design performance analysis

The off-design performance analysis can be eval-
uated with the steady-state operating point assump-
tion (Mattingly et al., 2002), that is,

f(τ,π) = f(τR,πR) = constant, (25)

where f(·) represents the functional relations for en-
gine cycle analysis, which are based on the applica-
tion of mass, energy, momentum, and entropy con-
siderations, and the subscript R represents the on-
design condition.

The solutions of the dependent variables be-
tween stations 2 and 6A are calculated based on
the following flowchart (Fig. 7), where initial values
are selected to be equal to their on-design reference
values.

3 Stability and control analysis

To characterize vehicle controllability, stability
and control analysis is conducted, aiming to obtain
the CG limits. For air-breathing HTHL aerospace
vehicles, the forward and aft CG limits are computed
considering the following main factors: (1) static sta-
bility; (2) take-off rotation; (3) landing nose hold-off.
Other dynamic stability analysis modules can also be
added.

3.1 Static stability constraint

Static stability is considered to be a good indi-
cator of a vehicle’s overall stability, and it describes
the initial tendency in a trimmed condition to return
to that equilibrium under perturbation. Too stati-
cally stable vehicles will feel sluggish and less ma-
neuverable, while marginally stable ones will be very
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sensitive to external disturbances. In addition, the
static stability of the aerospace vehicle has a serious
impact on trim drag and the control power required.
Thus, it is often desirable to set the center of gravity
at the point which requires little effort to maintain
trim condition.

3.2 Take-off rotation maneuver constraint

We assume that the air-breathing aerospace ve-
hicle concept is equipped with a tricycle-gear system.
For rotation analysis (Fig. 8), the nose gear is just
resting on the runway without carrying any weight
(Nf = 0) and the engine installation angle is ignored.
Then force and moment equations of the vehicle can
be written as

{
G− La −Nb − T sinα0 = 0,

−NbXb − fbZf + TZT +MR = 0,
(26)

where G is the force of gravity, La is the lift, Nb is the
main gear load, fb is the main gear rolling friction,
T is the thrust, α0 is the vehicle ground angle, MR is
the aerodynamic pitching moment, and Xb, ZT, and
Zf are corresponding moment arms.

z
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T
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f f

f

G X
b

f
bN
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Z
T

Z
f
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Fig. 8 Major forces and moment arm definition dur-
ing rotation (Nf: nose gear load; ff: nose gear rolling
friction)

As the vehicle reaches force balance in the lon-
gitudinal direction, the shock strut force of the main
gear can be obtained as follows:

Nb = G− La − T sinα0. (27)

Assuming α0 = 0 and substituting Eq. (27) into
Eq. (26), we have

Mtotal = MR + TZT − (G−La)Xb − μ0(G− La)Zf,

(28)
where μ0 is the rolling friction coefficient and Mtotal

is the total pitching moment acting on the vehicle.
To successfully achieve a take-off rotation ma-

neuver, the necessary condition Mtotal ≥ 0 should be
satisfied.

3.3 Landing nose hold-off constraint

The landing nose hold-off trim condition ensures
that the nose gear will not crash into the runway
during touch-down. The analysis is similar to that
of the take-off rotation maneuver, using the same
equations (Eq. (26)), but with the weight at the end
of the descent and no thrust.

4 Simulation results

4.1 Concept description

As shown in Fig. 9, the proposed air-breathing
HTHL aerospace vehicle features a compact blended
wing-body configuration, equipped with a strake, a
trapezoid wing, and a tail. The over-under TBCC
module is housed in an engine nacelle underslung to
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the midsection of the fuselage, with the forebody un-
dersurface acting as an external inlet, and the aft
body undersurface acting as an external nozzle, re-
sulting in an airframe integrated propulsion system.
The main characteristic parameters of this vehicle
are listed in Table 2 for convenience.

4.2 Aerodynamic surrogate model

The aerodynamic database of the low-speed en-
velope (Table 3) is generated based on the above-
mentioned methods.

All of the aerodynamic coefficients are presented
in two separate parts: clean configuration Ci(clean)

and incremental addition due to control surface de-
flections ΔCi(δe).

Each term can be interpolated for a given flight
condition and control input and then combined to
obtain the aerodynamic coefficient of interest.

Ci(total) = Ci(clean) +ΔCi(δe)

= Ci(clean) + Cδe
i δe.

(29)

The results, the truth model (TM), can be cali-
brated with the supposedly known aerodynamic co-
efficients of the initial design. To render these co-
efficients more tractable, regression analysis is per-
formed and the appropriate control-oriented poly-
nomial models (COMs) of the longitudinal aerody-
namic coefficients are given (i.e. Ci, i ∈

{
L, D, m

}
).

Fig. 9 Mesh view of the concept vehicle

Table 2 Main geometric characteristics of the concept
vehicle

L (m) H (m) Sref (m2) cref (m) b (m)

28 7 103.3 10.16 10.66

cref: mean aerodynamic chord; b: span

Table 3 Low-speed state summary

State Range State Range

Ma [0, 0.9] α (◦) [−6, 15]

H (km) [0, 20] δe (◦) [−20, 20]

Ma: Mach number; H: altitude; α: angle of attack; δe:
elevon

4.2.1 Clean configuration coefficients

It is well-known that the lift coefficient of the
clean vehicle consists of two terms, as follows:

CL = CL0 + CLαα, (30)

where α is the angle of attack.
Considering Mach number effects, stepwise re-

gression (SWR) analysis is adopted, and the result-
ing COM structures are shown below:

CL(clean) = CL0 + CLαα

= (a0 + a1Ma) + (a2 + a3Ma)α.
(31)

The drag coefficients can be described with the
conventional form of the lift-drag polar equation:

CD(clean) = CD0 + kC2
L(clean)

= (b0 + b1Ma) + (b2 + b3Ma)C2
L(clean).

(32)
A similar process is applied to compute the

pitching moment coefficients of the clean vehicle:

Cm(clean) = Cm0 + Cmαα

= (c0 + c1Ma) + (c2 + c3Ma)α.
(33)

As can be seen in Fig. 10, all these resulting
SWR models (colored surface) satisfactorily approx-
imate TM data (“*” in the figure), and can be used
as the control-oriented surrogate model.

4.2.2 Incremental coefficients

The control effectiveness computation of the
elevon with a discretized chord is described in this
subsection. The surrogate modeling is performed
only with the initial elevon layout. The variable ge-
ometry surrogate modeling process can also be con-
ducted in the same way, wherein configurations with
discretized chord are analyzed and fitted with the
same expression form, leaving the coefficient modifi-
cations to a higher tier of the framework.

The final formulae with satisfactory fitting
accuracy are confirmed as follows:
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Cδe
L = a4 + a5Ma+ a6α,

Cδe
D = b5 + b6δe + b7Ma+ b8α+ b9(Ma)

2
δe,

Cδe
m = c4 + c5α

2 + c6Ma+ c7(Ma)
2
.

(34)
The corresponding results of δe = −20◦, −10◦,

0◦, 10◦, and 20◦ are presented in Fig. 11, indicat-
ing that these results agree very well with the high
fidelity model.
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the online version of this article

Goodness of fit (GOF) and root mean square
error (RMSE) are selected as the quantitative as-
sessment metrics, and the results in Table 4 demon-
strate that the control-oriented polynomial model
has high accuracy and is suitable for the following
system analysis.

4.3 Propulsion surrogate model

During engine performance analysis, various
combinations of altitude and Mach number can be
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Fig. 11 Incremental aerodynamic coefficients (η =

20%): (a) ΔCL; (b) ΔCD; (c) ΔCm. References to
color refer to the online version of this article

represented by a specific value of θ0:

θ0 = Tt/TSLS = T/TSLS

(

1 +
γc − 1

2
(Ma)2

)

. (35)

The installed thrust is given by

T = φαt(Ma,H)TSLS = φαt(θ0)TSLS(TR), (36)

where φ is the non-dimensional ratio of output thrust
to the maximum available thrust, αt is the installed
full throttle thrust lapse which depends on speed
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Table 4 Validation results of surrogate models (η =

20%)

Variable GOF RMSE Variable GOF RMSE

Cm 0.9871 0.0431 ΔCm 0.9824 0.0495
CL 0.9915 0.0213 ΔCL 0.9809 0.0253
CD 0.9881 0.0027 ΔCD 0.9679 0.0045

GOF: goodness of fit; RMSE: root mean square error

(Ma) and altitude (H), and can be defined as func-
tions of non-dimensional temperature θ0. TR is the
throttle ratio, which equals θ0break:

TR =
Tt4max

Tt4SLS
= θ0break, (37)

where Tt4max is the maximum allowable combustor
exit temperature and Tt4SLS is the air temperature
at sea-level static condition.

Control systems must be designed to protect the
engine from exceeding some operational constraints.
The most significant ones are the maximum allow-
able values of πc and Tt4.

For flight conditions where θ0 < TR, the en-
gine is πc-limited and the ratio of Tt4/θ0 remains
constant. For flight conditions where θ0 > TR, the
engine is Tt4-limited, and thus the maximum value
of Tt4 is Tt4max.

With the above control logic taken into account,
the available thrust can be written into piecewise
polynomials about the throttle ratio (Mattingly
et al., 2002):

αt =

{
δ0, θ0 ≤ TR,

δ0 [1− 3.5(θ0 − TR)/θ0] , θ0 > TR,

(38)
where δ0 is the non-dimensional pressure ratio:

δ0 = Pt/PSLS = P/PSLS

(

1 +
γc − 1

2
M2

0

)γc/(γc−1)

.

(39)

4.4 Center-of-gravity trade-off analysis

The moment coefficients in the database are
calculated around the reference point (R), which
does not coincide with the CG. To better under-
stand the aircraft rotational motion, the moment co-
efficients obtained from the pre-flight aerodynamic
database are transformed about the CG by Eq. (40)
(no sideslip considered):

CmC =CmR + (xR − xC)(CD sinα+ CL cosα)/c

+ (zR − zC)(−CD cosα+ CL sinα)/c.

(40)

A non-dimensional coefficient, representing the
CG position along the longitudinal axis in percent
fuselage length is defined as x̄CG:

x̄CG = xCG/L. (41)

The goal of the present S&C analysis is to act as
a feasibility test for air-breathing aerospace vehicles,
thus to find a suitable CG position x̄CG, satisfying
all the constraints in Section 3.

4.4.1 Static stability constraint

A typical operation point for the aerospace ve-
hicle is selected to be (Ma 0.6, 8 km) during the sub-
sonic cruise and loiter phase.

The vehicle is trimmed for discretized CG po-
sitions. As x̄CG moves aft from 0.55 to 0.70, the
short-period eigenvalues are typically oscillatory at
first, and then degenerate into overdamped real roots
that diverge from each other along the real axis.
Eventually, one of the short-period roots crosses the
imaginary axis and the aerospace vehicle becomes
longitudinally unstable (Fig. 12).

To minimize the trim drag, the allowable CG
travel range is selected to be x̄CG ∈ [0.60, 0.65],
which corresponds to δe ∈ [−5◦, 5◦] (Fig. 13).

4.4.2 Take-off rotation maneuver constraint

Assuming that the mixed-flow turbofan engine
is at the maximum power condition, the total pitch-
ing moment acting on the vehicle with different CG
positions is shown in Fig. 14. Only the aft limit of
the CG position x̄CG = 0.65 meets the conditions
that Mtotal ≥ 0, which satisfies the take-off rotation
constraint.
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model
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4.4.3 Landing nose hold-off constraint

Neglecting the thrust contribution, the total
pitching moment acting on the vehicle during the
landing phase is presented in Fig. 15. Only the aft
limit of the CG position x̄CG = 0.65 meets the con-
ditions that Mtotal ≥ 0, indicating that the vehicle
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can land horizontally successfully.

4.4.4 Trim region analysis

With the CG position fixed at x̄CG = 0.65,
the proposed vehicle concept has a negative static
margin. Pitch trim is accomplished using only the
elevon, and the corresponding control variables are
shown in Fig. 16.

It is clearly indicated that the elevon’s deflec-
tion angle is less than the maximum allowable of
20◦ and the non-dimensional thrust ratio is less than
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one, demonstrating the utility of the proposed vehi-
cle concept.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a control-oriented low-speed
dynamic model for conceptual TBCC engine pow-
ered aerospace vehicle, which can realize HTHL
like a normal plane. The framework consists of
mainly four modules: (1) parametric geometry
modeling; (2) potential theory based panel method;
(3) quasi-1D mixed-flow turbofan model; (4)
regression analysis and surrogate modeling. A
conceptual aerospace vehicle has been introduced
based on the above-mentioned modeling frame-
work. Stability and control analysis then has been
conducted, with emphasis on take-off rotation and
trim capabilities. Simulation results indicated
that the proposed framework is appropriate for
conceptual aerospace vehicle design, and it is
essential to conduct integrated S&C analysis in
the early design process of HTHL aerospace vehicles.
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